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The Mu�tazilite theologians paid special attention to the genre of mutash�bih al-
qur	�n (the ambiguous verses of the Qur��n), partly in an attempt to provide a 
foundation for the doctrine of �adl (God’s Justice), one of the five principles of 
Mu�tazilite theology. The doctrine of �adl can be simply stated as the belief that 
God, because he is just, does not predestine sins and then punish humans for 
acting them out. It thus denies predestination and asserts free will, which is up-
held by most Mu�tazilite theologians, who consider the free will creed to be an 
integral component of the doctrine of �adl.1 The Qur��n does not exclusively en-
dorse either of these two opposing creeds, predestination and free will; it does, 
however, contain verses that support both creeds, such as, for instance, Qur��n 
7:179 and 18:29, which read respectively: 

We have created for Hell many of the Jinns and humans … (wa-laqad dhara	n� li-
jahannam kath�ran min al-jinn wa-l-ins …).2 

Say: Here is the truth from your Lord, it is to you to believe [it] or disbelieve [it] … 
(wa-qul al-�aqq min rabbikum faman sh�	a fa-l-yu	min wa-man sh�	a fa-l-yakfur …). 

Nevertheless, both predestinarians and believers in free will refused to acknowl-
edge that this is actually the case. They often resorted to the mutash�bih al-qur	�n3 

�  I would like to thank the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation for a grant to support this re-
search project, which helped me acquire a copy of the manuscript of Ibn al-Khall�l’s Kit�b 
al-Radd. An edition of the Arabic text is currently under preparation. 

1  Needless to say, prior to the systematization of Mu�tazilite theology, which started around 
850 CE, there were a number of early Mu�tazilite theologians who did not accept this po-
sition, such as, for instance, �ir�r b. �Amr (d. ca 200/815), who introduced the notion of 
kasb (acquisition), which was later elaborated by theologians, including al-Ash�ar� (d. 
324/936) and his school: see Josef van Ess, Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert 
Hidschra. Eine Geschichte des religiösen Denkens im frühen Islam 1-6, Berlin 1991-97, vol. 3, pp. 
45-48, and vol. 4, pp. 502-3. For a general overview of the formation and development of 
Mu�tazilism, see van Ess, “Mu�tazila,” in Encyclopedia of Religion, vol. 9, pp. 6317-25. For an 
overview on the development of the concept of kasb in early Islam, see Michael Schwarz, 
“‘Acquisition’ (Kasb) in early Kal�m,” in Islamic Philosophy and the Classical Tradition. Essays 
presented by his friends and pupils to Richard Walzer on his seventieth birthday, Columbia 1973, 
pp. 355-87. 

2  All translations of the Qur��n are mine. 
3  For an overview of the genre of mutash�bih al-qur	�n, see Leah Kinberg, “Mu�kam�t and 

Mutash�bih�t (Koran 3/7). Implication of a Koranic Pair of Terms in Medieval Exegesis,” 
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in order to dismiss any possibility that the Qur��n might provide legitimacy for 
their adversaries’ beliefs. Thus a predestinarian theologian would declare any 
verses that might be viewed as sanctioning the belief in free will to be ambiguous 
(mutash�bih) and provide, by resorting to other qur��nic verses, �ad�ths, and lexi-
cographical and grammatical tricks, an interpretation that would make these 
verses endorse predestination. Similarly, a theologian who upheld the free will 
creed would categorize any verses that sanction predestination as ambiguous and 
use a similar approach to assert that they actually imply free will. One such theo-
logian is Ibn al-Khall�l al-Ba�r�, who flourished in the fourth/tenth century. Ibn 
al-Khall�l, a member of the Mu�tazilite movement, authored a Kit�b al-Radd �al� 
l-jabriyya al-qadariyya f�ma ta�allaq� bih min mutash�bih �y al-qur	�n al-kar�m (Refu-
tation of the Predestinarian Compulsionists with respect to what they uphold 
about the ambiguous verses of the glorious Qur��n). This contribution is a pre-
liminary study of Ibn al-Khall�l and his work. 

Life, Education and Career of Ibn al-Khall�l al-Ba�r� 

Ab� �Umar A
mad b. Mu
ammad b. 	af� al-Khall�l al-Ba�r� was born in Basra. 
The principal, indeed the only, source for his biography is Kit�b al-Fihrist by Ibn 
al-Nad�m (d. 380/990). The information that Ibn al-Nad�m provides is scanty: 
The author’s nisba is Ibn al-Khall�l, which indicates that either his father or his 
grandfather was a seller of vinegar (khall). He studied with two notable Mu�tazilite 
theologians: with Ab� �Abd All�h Mu
ammad b. �Umar al-�aymar� (d. 315/927) 
in Basra4 and with Ab� Bakr A
mad b. �Al� Ibn al-Ikhsh�d (d. 326/938) in Bagh-
dad.5 This suggests that Ibn al-Khall�l started his education in Basra, and later 
moved to Baghdad. It is also possible that he studied with both teachers in Bagh-
dad, as al-�aymar� moved there towards the end of his life and became a compan-
ion of Ibn al-Ikhsh�d.6 

Arabica 35 (1988), pp. 143-72 [repr. in The Qur	an. Formative Interpretation, ed. Andrew Rip-
pin, Aldershot 1999, pp. 283-312]; and idem, “Ambiguous,” in Encyclopaedia of the Qur	�n, 
vol. 1, pp. 70b-77a. 

4  Al-�aymar� was a student of Ab� �Al� al-Jubb��� and replaced him in the leadership of the 
Mu�tazilite movement in Basra: see Ibn al-Nad�m, Kit�b al-Fihrist, ed. Ri�� Tajaddud, Te-
hran 1973, p. 219; and al-Dhahab�, Siyar a�l�m al-nubal�	, ed. Shu�ayb Arn��� [et al.], Bei-
rut 1990, vol. 14, p. 480. 

5  On Ibn al-Ikhsh�d, see Ibn al-Nad�m, Fihrist, pp. 220-21; al-Kha�b al-Baghd�d�, T�r�kh 
Baghd�d, ed. Mu�af� �A.-Q. �A�, Beirut 1997, vol. 5, p. 67; al-Dhahab�, Siyar, vol. 15, pp. 
217-18; and J.C. Vadet, “Ibn al-Ikhsh�d,” in The Encyclopaedia of Islam. New Edition, vol. 3, 
p. 807a.

6  See al-	�kim al-Jishum�, Shar� �Uy�n al-mas�	il , MS �an���, al-J�mi� al-Kab�r, al-Maktaba 
al-Gharbiyya, �ilm al-kal�m no. 99, vol. 1, f. 68a; and Ibn al-Murta��, Kit�b �abaq�t al-mu�- 
tazila [Die Klassen der Mu�tazila von A�mad ibn Ya�y� ibn al-Murta��], ed. Susanna Diwald-
Wilzer, Wiesbaden / Beirut 1380/1961, p. 96. 
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The fact that Ibn al-Khall�l is not mentioned at all in the extant Mu�tazilite 
prosopographies suggests, first, that he was a minor Mu�tazilite figure, and, sec-
ond, that he was possibly ignored because of his educational background as a 
student of al-�aymar� and Ibn al-Ikhsh�d. In the few surviving Mu�tazilite pro-
sopographies, all of which belong to the school of al-Q��� �Abd al-Jabb�r (d. 
415/1024), al-�aymar� is criticized for disagreeing with his Mu�tazilite peer Ab� 
H�shim al-Jubb��� (d. 321/933). According to �Abd al-Jabb�r, al-�aymar� was pi-
ous and virtuous, except for his constantly differing with and criticizing Ab� 
H�shim (wa-k�na wari�an �asan al-
ar�qa ill� m� k�na minhu min mu��nadat Ab� 
H�shim wa-l-ghul�w f�hi).7 He also engaged in refutations of some views propa-
gated by Abu l-Q�sim al-Ka�b� al-Balkh� (d. 319/931).8 As for Ibn al-Ikhsh�d, he 
does not enjoy a very positive reputation either. His clashes with other notable 
Mu�tazilite theologians of his day often draw adverse comment. This is precisely 
the case in Shar� �Uy�n al-mas�	il by the Mu�tazilite theologian al-	�kim al-
Jishum� (d. 494/1101), who quotes �Abd al-Jabb�r as having said: “He (Ibn al-
Ikhsh�d) often disagreed [with his peers] and upheld the least endorsed views.”9 
Among those with whom Ibn al-Ikhsh�d was in disagreement on some theologi-
cal issues were Abu l-Q�sim al-Ka�b� al-Balkh� and Ab� H�shim al-Jubb���.10 

It is important to keep in mind here that such criticism came from theologi-
ans of the Bahshamiyya school (named after Ab� H�shim al-Jubb���) who dis-
agreed with al-�aymar� and Ibn al-Ikhsh�d: �Abd al-Jabb�r was a follower of  
Ab� H�shim al-Jubb���, and al-	�kim al-Jishum� belonged to the school of �Abd 
al-Jabb�r.11 The omission of Ibn al-Khall�l from these particular prosopographies 
might therefore well have been intentional, reflecting an attempt to sideline 
some competing trends within the Mu�tazilite movement. This particular point 
remains speculative, however, and requires further examination. 

In matters of jurisprudence, Ibn al-Ikhsh�d followed the Sh�fi�ite school, which 
suggests that in addition to Mu�tazilite theology, Ibn al-Khall�l also studied 
Sh�fi�ite jurisprudence and legal theory with Ibn al-Iksh�d. Actually, Ibn al-Ikhsh�d 
had a positive posthumous reputation among some Sunnite �ad�th scholars.12 For  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
7  �Abd al-Jabb�r, “Fa�l al-i�tiz�l wa-abaq�t al-mu�tazila,” in Fa�l al-i�tiz�l wa-
abaq�t al-mu�ta- 

zila, ed. Fu��d Sayyid, Tunis [1974], p. 309. See also al-	�kim al-Jishum�, Shar�, vol. 1, 
ff. 67b-68a; Ibn al-Murta��, �abaq�t, p. 96. 

8  �Abd al-Jabb�r, “Fa�l al-i�tiz�l,” p. 309. 
9  Al-	�kim al-Jishum�, Shar�, vol. 1, f. 70a. Ibn al-Murta�� (d. 840/1437), the medieval Za-

ydite theologian from Yemen, depends for his Kit�b �abaq�t al-mu�tazila entirely on the 
Shar� of al-	�kim Jishum�; see the entry for Ibn al-Ikhsh�d in Ibn al-Murta��’s �abaq�t al-
mu�tazila, p. 100. There is no entry for Ibn al-Ikhsh�d in �Abd al-Jabb�r’s Fa�l al-i�tiz�l. 

10  See Vadet, “Ibn al-Ikhsh�d,” in The Encyclopaedia of Islam. New Edition, vol. 3, p. 807a. 
11  On the conflict between the Bahshamiyya and Ikhsh�diyya, see Margaretha T. Heemskerk, 

Suffering in the Mu�tazilite Theology. �Abd al-Jabb�r’s Teaching on Pain and Divine Justice, Leiden 
2000, pp. 21-28. 

12  Interestingly, however, T�j al-D�n al-Subk� (d. 771/1370) does not include in his prosopo- 
graphical dictionary an entry for either Ibn al-Ikhsh�d or Ibn al-Khall�l; see �abaq�t al-
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instance, in Siyar a�l�m al-nubal�	, al-Dhahab� (d. 748/1348) praises the scholar-
ship of Ibn al-Ikhsh�d, saying that “despite his innovation” he “made valuable 
contributions” (lahu ma��sinun �al� bid�atih�).13 By “innovation,” al-Dhahab� ob-
viously meant Ibn al-Ikhsh�d’s upholding Mu�tazilite doctrine. 

What we may perhaps conclude from this is that Ibn al-Khall�l followed his 
teacher’s specialization not only in Mu�tazilite theology but also in Sh�fi�ite law; 
this can also be inferred from the fact that he later served as a judge. According 
to al-Fihrist, Ibn al-Khall�l occupied the position of chief-judge in the town of al-
	ad�tha, possibly the one near Takr�t.14 Before that, he was the chief-judge of 
Takr�t but was dismissed; he was later reappointed to the post after serving his 
term in al-	ad�tha, as the comment by Ibn al-Nad�m indicates (rudda ilayhi qa��	 
Takr�t). Ibn al-Nad�m adds that Ibn al-Khall�l was still occupying the post of 
chief-judge of Takr�t at the time of the composition of Kit�b al-Fihrist,15 which 
was completed in 377/988.16 

Ibn al-Nad�m attributes two works to Ibn al-Khall�l. The first is Kit�b al-U��l, 
which seems to be lost now and which very likely addressed the principles of 
Mu�tazilite theology – Ibn al-Ikhsh�d is said to have authored a book entitled al-
Ma��na f� l-u��l, which, as can be inferred from al-	�kim al-Jishum�, was on the 
principles of Mu�tazilite theology.17 The second work Ibn al-Nad�m attributes to 
Ibn al-Khall�l is Kit�b al-Mutash�bih (On the Ambiguous Verses of the Qur��n), 
the work under examination in this paper. 

We do not know the birth or death dates of Ibn al-Khall�l. But we can infer 
from the death dates of his two principle teachers, al-�aymar� and Ibn al-Ikhsh�d, 
that he was born before 300/913. And he was still active around the time that 

sh�fi�iyya al-kubr�, ed. Mu�af� �A.-Q. �A�, Beirut 1999. After all, by the time of al-Subk�, 
Sh�fi�ite scholars had excised out of the Sh�fi�ite tradition those Mu�tazilite theologians 
who, in terms of legal theory and jurisprudence, followed the Sh�fi�ite school. 

13  Al-Dhahab�, Siyar, vol. 15, pp. 217-18. 
14  According to Y�q�t (d. 626/1229), there were two ad�thas in Iraq, one near Maw�il (Mo-

sul), known as ad�that al-Maw�il, and another one near Takr�t known as ad�that al-Fur�t; 
see Mu�jam al-buld�n, Beirut 1986, vol. 2, pp. 230-31. 

15  Ibn al-Nad�m, Fihrist, pp. 221-22. 
16  Ibn al-Nad�m probably added a few more notes to his work in the couple of months fol-

lowing its completion in 377/988. But he is not to be accredited with the expanded recen-
sion of the Fihrist, which was authored by vizier Abu l-Q�sim al-	usayn b. �Al� al-
Maghrib� (370/981-418/1027). For the date of the Fihrist see Rudolf Sellheim and Mohsen 
Zakeri, “Al-Fehrest,” in Encyclopaedia Iranica, vol. 9, p. 476a. See also J.W. Fück, “Ibn al-
Nad�m,” in The Encyclopaedia of Islam. New Edition, vol. 3, pp. 895a-96b; and F.W. 
Zimmermann, “On the supposed shorter version of Ibn an Nad�m’s Fihrist and its date,” 
Der Islam 53 (1976), pp. 267-69. On Abu l-Q�sim al-Maghrib�, see P. Smoor, “Al-Maghrib�, 
Ban�,” in The Encyclopaedia of Islam. New Edition, vol. 5, pp. 1210a-12b. See also Devin 
Stewart, “Emendations of the Legal Section in the Fihrist of Ibn al-Nad�m,” in �Abbasid 
Studies. Occasional Papers of the School of �Abb�sid Studies, Leuven June-July 2004, ed. John 
Nawas (forthcoming). 

17  Al-	�kim al-Jishum�, Shar�, vol. 1, f. 70a; see also al-Dhahab�, Siyar, vol. 15, p. 218. 
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Ibn al-Nad�m finished compiling Kit�b al-Fihrist, so it is likely that he died 
shortly after 377/988. 

Ibn al-Khall�l’s Kit�b al-Radd 

The only manuscript of Kit�b al-Radd known to be preserved is in the possession 
of La Fondazione Caetani (Ms. # 332) at the Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei in 
Rome, Italy. The title in this manuscript reads Kit�b al-Radd �al� l-jabriyya al-
qadariyya f�m� ta�allaq� bih min mutash�bih �y al-qur	�n al-kar�m. As mentioned ear-
lier, Ibn al-Nad�m gives the work the title of Kit�b Mutash�bih al-qur	�n. The ques-
tion that arises therefore is whether we are dealing here with two separate compi-
lations by Ibn al-Khall�l. The answer requires some investigation, especially given 
that the Twelver Sh��ite scholar Ibn ��w�s (d. 664/1266) refers in his Kit�b Sa�d al-
su��d to what seem to be two titles that he attributes to Ibn al-Khall�l. The first 
time he quotes from a Kit�b al-Radd �al� al-jabriyya wa-l-qadariyya f�m� ta�allaq� bih 
min mutash�bih al-qur	�n, and the second time from a Kit�b Mutash�bih al-qur	�n.18 
This fact led Etan Kohlberg to argue, although cautiously, that Ibn ��w�s could 
have had two separate works by Ibn al-Khall�l.19 Was this really the case? Or is it 
possible that we are dealing with two copies of the same book, under different ti-
tles? The evidence indeed suggests that Ibn ��w�s had two copies of the same 
work – most likely each copy was incomplete – but under different titles and with 
insignificant variations of the author’s name, mostly the result of scribal errors. 
This might have led Ibn ��w�s to believe that the two manuscripts referred to 
separate works. 

The quote in Kit�b Sa�d al-su��d, which Ibn ��w�s paraphrases from Kit�b Mu-
tash�bih al-qur	�n, is found in the Caetani manuscript of Kit�b al-Radd. It relates 
to Qur��n 2:26: 

By it, God leads astray many and guides many. But He only leads astray by it the evil-
doers (yu�illu bihi kath�ran wa-yahd� bihi kath�ran wa-m� yu�illu bihi ill� al-f�siq�n). 

Ibn ��w�s summarizes a section in which Ibn al-Khall�l disputes his opponents’ 
view that God uses the Qur��n to save some and doom others. It reads: 

��( �ML|� �# 7�@=# M�� 7SC �¤�% T�!� a�3 �LI. JZ�" /T�� �� ��� �'�(�� �PL�f �# ��� !" 7�M� }¥!C �%��� �	.� ���
� ����# 4d��.20  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
18  Ibn ��w�s, Kit�b Sa�d al-su��d, Najaf 1950, pp. 21, 241 and 246. See also Etan Kohlberg, A 

Medieval Muslim Scholar at Work. Ibn ��w�s and His Library, Leiden 1992, pp. 292-93 and 
312; and Gregor Schwarb, Sabine Schmidtke, and David Sklare (eds.), Handbook of 
Mu�tazilite Works and Manuscripts (Handbuch der Orientalistik series), Leiden (forthcoming), 
(section on Ibn al-Khall�l). 

19  See Kohlberg, A Medieval Muslim Scholar, p. 293. 
20  Ibn ��w�s, Sa�d al-su��d, p. 246. 
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[Ibn] al-Khall�l said what can be paraphrased in the following manner that this verse 
proves the futility of their argument because if the Qur��n leads astray, He (God) would 
not have called it in many instances a guide, a mercy, and a proof. 

The corresponding section in Ibn al-Khall�l’s Kit�b al-Radd reads: 

��(� JZ :M�f � 7SC �¤�% ��� ��M@:� �<T�� %M9- J&� a�3 %M�� J&
CS# U�� h9i� �<��� �C�U�� a�3 �LI. J&��" 
%M��� ��" J&	?��Q ��k� M�� x� /���
1 a�̈=�� j��� /��(.: }TGV� /. ��d�� 0!<�� /. ��d��{A TGV� q�S&�. 6# 

�TS� /. 0!<�� ��« . 6# 6#' /.A ��k� M�� �'�(�� �� ��� ��

1 �LV�� 4di�� �y /?�� x� a�̈=� /T�v. }¥!C ����	.�.21

They are to be answered that this verse, which you think is evidence of the veracity of 
your belief, is the most explicit evidence and most manifest proof of the futility of your 
argument and the veracity of the argument of your adversaries. For God, be glorified 
and almighty, meant by His saying, by it, He leads astray many, and by it He guides many, 
that He leads astray as a result of the rejection of those who reject it, and He guides as a 
result of the belief of those who believe in it, because if the Qur��n was a cause of stray-
ing and confusion, God almighty would not have described it as a guide and a proof. 

What Ibn al-Khall�l tries to establish here is that the Qur��n is a guide for those 
who have already opened their hearts to its message. As for those doomed, they 
have already made up their minds not to accept it, in which case the Qur��n is 
well provided with verses to assure that they remain in falsehood. At any rate, 
the quotes confirm that both Kit�b Mutash�bih al-qur	�n and Kit�b al-Radd are the 
same. 

The other quote that Ibn ��w�s paraphrases from Kit�b al-Radd �al� al-jabriyya  
wa-l-qadariyya22 relates to a disputation by Ibn al-Khall�l regarding the patriarch  
Abraham in Qur��n 2:128 (rabban� wa-j�aln� muslim�n laka wa-min dhurriyyatin�  
ummatan muslimatan laka …), which we find in the Caetani manuscript of Kit�b al- 
Radd.23 Here it is obvious that the work is the same. The only minor variation is in  
the title.24 Ibn ��w�s adds the particle of conjunction wa between al-Jabriyya  
(Compulsionists) and al-Qadariyya (Predestinarians). Although there is no signifi- 
cant difference here, the particle wa could have resulted from a scribal error, if it  
was assumed that these were two groups, not the same one. In works on similar  
topics, some of which are by authors contemporary to Ibn al-Khall�l, the predesti- 
narians are often called al-Jabriyya al-qadariyya or al-Mujbira al-qadariyya (predesti-
narian Compulsionists), or al-Qadariyya al-mujbira (compulsionist Predestinari-
ans).25 It is, therefore, in line with the customary practice among anti-

21  Ibn al-Khall�l, Radd, ff. 14b-15a. 
22  Ibn ��w�s, Sa�d al-su��d, pp. 241-42. 
23  See Ibn al-Khall�l, Radd, ff. 19b-22b. 
24  Actually, there is a minor variation in Ibn al-Khall�l’s grandfather’s name as well. It is 

given as Ja�far (�?=N) not af� (�?-), which must be a scribal or editor’s error, resulting from
misreading (�?-) as (�?=N). 

25  See, for example, [pseudo?] al-Q�sim al-Rass�, “Kit�b al-Radd �al� l-mujbira,” in Ras�	il al-
�adl wa-l-taw��d 1-2, ed. Mu
ammad �Im�ra, Cairo 1988, vol. 1, p. 172; al-��
ib Ibn 
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predestinarian theologians – Mu�tazilites, Twelver Sh��ites, and Zaydites – to use 
both terms to refer to one group. On the basis of this, one can conclude that the 
particle wa in the title as given by Ibn ��w�s was indeed most likely the result of a 
scribal error. 

Ibn al-Khall�l authored the work prior to 377/988, since it is listed in Kit�b al-
Fihrist. Moreover, there is an indication in Kit�b al-Radd that he dictated it to 
one of his students. The first refutation by Ibn al-Khall�l is preceded by the fol-
lowing phrase: “Q�la Ab� �Umar: ….”26 However, we can dismiss entirely the 
possibility that the small entry on Ibn al-Khall�l could have been added to Kit�b 
al-Fihrist by the vizier Abu l-Q�sim al-Maghrib� (d. 418/1027), who authored the 
long recension of Ibn al-Nad�m’s Kit�b al-Fihrist,27 for this theory would imply 
that Ibn al-Khall�l lived, and remained active as a judge, past the age of a hun-
dred. Indeed, the short recension of Kit�b al-Fihrist (MS �ehid Ali Pa�a 1934, f. 
2b) contains the entry on Ibn al-Khall�l.28 

The Manuscript: Its Condition and Provenance: 

The manuscript (Ms. # 332) at La Fondazione Caetani belongs to a collection of 
Arabic manuscripts from Yemen (55 in total) donated by Prof. E. Rossi to the 
Fondazione in 1938.29 On the title page, following the title and author’s name, it 
is stated that it was copied by the orders of vizier �Abd All�h b. �Amr b. �Al� b. 
Ya
y� b. al-	asan al-	ayd�n� Ab� �Amr al-Tam�m� (flourished before the eighth/ 
fourteenth century).30 

Usually, the scribe’s name and the date of copying would appear at the end of 
the manuscript. But in the case of the Caetani manuscript, the text ends at the 
bottom of folio 173b: the discussion of Qur��n 72:16-17 is not complete and has 
a continuation that is lacking from the Caetani text. Two possibilities can be  
advanced here. Either we are dealing with the loss of a number of folios (proba-

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

�Abb�d, “al-Ib�na �an madhhab ahl al-�adl,” in Naf�	is al-makh
�
�t, ed. Mu
ammad 	. �l 
Y�s�n, Najaf 1952, vol. 1, pp. 21-22; �Abd al-Jabb�r al-Hamadh�n�, al-Mughn� f� abw�b al-
taw��d wa-l-�adl, ed. Mu�af� 	ilm� [et al.], Cairo 1961-65, vol. 8, pp. 326-27; al-Shar�f al-
Murta��, “Inq�dh al-bashar min al-jabr wa-l-qadar,” in Ras�	il al-�adl wa-l-taw��d, vol. 1, 
p. 296; and al-	�kim al-Jishum�, Shar�, vol. 1, f. 23b. 

26  Ibn al-Khall�l, Radd, f. 3a. Ab� �Umar being the kunya (agnomen) of Ibn al-Khall�l. 
27  On the two recensions of Ibn al-Nad�m’s Kit�b al-Fihrist, see n. 16 above. 
28  I thank Devin Stewart for checking the manuscript and providing me with this informa-

tion. On the short and long recensions of Ibn al-Nad�m’s Kit�b al-Fihrist, see Stewart, 
“Emendations of the Legal Section in the Fihrist of Ibn al-Nad�m.” 

29  See Renato Traini, I manoscritti arabi di recente accessione della Fondazione Caetani, Rome 1967, 
pp. 40-41. 

30  The nisba al-	ayd�n� refers to the town of 	ayd�n, 70 kilometers southwest of the city of 
�a�da, in Yemen; see Ibr�h�m al-Maq
af�, Mu�jam al-buld�n wa-l-qab�	il al-yamaniyya, �an��� 
1988, p. 201. Traini identifies al-	ayd�n� as the scribe who copied the manuscript, which 
is a mistake; see Traini, I manoscritti arabi, p. 41. 
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bly less than ten, given that Ibn al-Khall�l, as seen in Appendix A, is not system-
atic in addressing all the Qur��nic s�ras),31 or the scribe stopped at the end of fo-
lio 173b and planned to continue copying the manuscript at a later time, but 
never did. The only thing we can tell about this copy is that the scribe was 
commissioned to copy Ibn al-Khall�l’s Kit�b al-Radd by the vizier al-	ayd�n�. 

Besides the fact that Rossi brought it from Yemen, the manuscript carries a 
number of ownership notes that also point to a provenance from Yemen, proba-
bly from as early as the sixth/twelfth century.32 On the margins of the title page 
we find the names of at least six individuals who owned the manuscript at one 
point or another,33 some of whom were notable Zaydite im�ms, such as al-Mahd� 
li-d�n All�h �Al� b. Mu
ammad b. �Al� (b. 705/1306, d. 773/1371),34 and al-
Mutawakkil �al� All�h.35  

The manuscript comprises 173 folios, with 18 lines per page. But the number 
of lines increases to 19/20 in folios 135b-144a. Then from folio 144b until the 
end of the manuscript – folio 173b – another scribe takes over, and the handwrit- 
ing changes. Thus two scribes worked on copying the text, neither of whom went  
over the copy a second time to insert the diacritical marks; this seems to have  
been a practice in Yemen as many manuscripts copied by Zaydites at that time  
lack most diacritical marks. The handwriting is legible, yet the absence of most  
diacritical marks – the situation gets worse with the second scribe – makes the  
reading in some cases hard to decipher. 

Style 

The style of Ibn al-Khall�l shares certain features with other works on the same 
topic by Mu�tazilite and Sh��ite theologians, especially Kit�b Mutash�bih al-qur	�n 
by �Abd al-Jabb�r (composed between 360/970 and 380/990).36 Ibn al-Khall�l 
divides his book into sections that follow the order of the qur��nic s�ras, starting 
from S�rat al-F�ti�a,37 which we also see in �Abd al-Jabb�r’s work.38 He first lists 

31  For the s�ras and verses discussed in Kit�b al-Radd, see the Appendix. 
32  On the date of the manuscript, see also Fuat Sezgin, Geschichte des Arabischen Schrifttums, 

Leiden 1967-82, vol. 1, p. 624. 
33  There are a few other names that are illegible, possibly as a result of intentional effacing. 
34  See Mu
ammad b. Mu
ammad Zab�ra, T�r�kh al-a	imma al-zaydiyya f� l-Yaman �att� l-�a�r 

al-�ad�th, Cairo 1998, p. 104. 
35  The name of al-Mutawakkil �al� All�h was effaced; the barely legible part reads: min kutub 

mawl�n� al-Mutawakkil �al� All�h … (“Of the books of our master al-Mutawakkil �al� All�h 
…”). He must be one of several Zaydite imams from Yemen who assumed that title start-
ing in the 9th/15th century; see Zab�ra, T�r�kh al-a	imma al-zaydiyya. 

36  On the date of �Abd al-Jabb�r’s Kit�b Mutash�bih al-qur	�n, see W. Madelung, “�Abd al-
Jabb�r,” in Encyclopedia Iranica, vol. 1, p. 117b. 

37  The only minor exceptions relate to four cases where he lists a verse after having discussed 
one that follows it in a given s�ra, viz. s�ra 5 (v. 13 after v. 14), s�ra 6 (v. 35 after v. 53, and 
v. 108 after v. 110), s�ra 7 (v. 155 after v. 179); see the Appendix.
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the qur��nic verse that his “opponents” use as the basis for their argument, along 
with their argument, then he follows it with his criticism, which in some cases 
comprises more than one opinion (wajh). Moreover, he often quotes other 
qur��nic verses to confirm the accuracy of his peculiar interpretation of the verse 
under examination. A good example is Ibn al-Khall�l’s treatment of Qur��n 
7:179 (We have created for Hell many of the Jinns and humans …): 

�M¬� ��(T�=� /. ��V�� /��" /���
1 :} !(��  ����k  JM@<+  ��d��  6#  M6+�  >�F��  JZ  ���" P  ��<(?�  ��{) 7 :179 .(
����" :�@W�3v /T�� )�*  ��d��  6#  M6+�  >�F��  ��@��  J<�*!	��  JM@<N M��  M�S��  �C  )�|�  X�
�F��  /@#�  A%M�M�S��  �SC� 

qN�# %M�5� �@��" M�� x� )�* ��(�* ��@�� ��(�*� %M@9�� GI
#� qCSy �@	?��Q /T�� )�* �	W+� %M@9�� JC��� 
J<@#t#� .��(� JZ :J&T�f �� J�.�� �=. ��'�(� �=
.  J�W�3�  /#��#  6#  �"�@���  {��=����  J���!�1��  a�3  /��b�# 
/W&�� a�3� /W&� A7�MD?� ®(D� J&(T�=� 7S� %�¤� �#� �<<
^� !	�v�� J&
CS# ��I.f� ��" J&	?��Q M�� x� 
 /���
1 ��(� :}�#� c(�* M6+� >�F�� TPf  ��!
=	�{) 51 :56(A ��"� � %M5" ��3� a1�y ���¨C� �W<	�3 

�LD��: }P�( /� P�" ��@M	� /T�=� �T�S�� �� ab�{) 20 :44(A ��"� :J�
93�� ��  J�8�N  ��k  6#  J&M.�  a�3  GN� 
J&@# J��S@	� ��(T����) 7 :63(A ��"� :}����" �@�¡N� !
=@� x�  7!-�  �S��  �#  ���  !
=�  ��¯�.'{) 7 :70(A  U*v 

/���
1  /T��  /MN�  G1���.  <	�3J  J°�D�� £f  ��T?&�� j����  6#  ��T?&�� ��  ��(T��  ��!
=�� x�  J<M.� . ��"� :} MJw  G	
D�� 
7M�D�{) 80 :21(A �M! a�3 /T�� a@3 ��&�� /��(. :}ML� �Ty ±�(� �#  7�#�{) 80 :23(A  �W�3v  /T��  )�*  ��&�� 
G�y �# )�* /� 6#ty� 6# ���=��� %M@9�� G	�� ������ .�� /��" :}!(�� ����k JM@<+ ��d�� 6# M6+�  >�F��{A  ��<N� 
6# G��v��� �R!-� !" �M!(� 7��k � ��. G��v� /��" } �WT�f  2��  JZ  ��j�jK	�  ��²f{) 3 :178 ( �C�  /T��  ��
*F�  63 
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j���� G
(�Dy� /��(� :}¥j��� ����� %M@+� ����� ��@��{) 7 :44(A j���  J<T��  A��j�@	1  /��"� :}kf  ��" x� 

�� aD	3 6. J��# c�� c�" s�@�� 2��S�T�� 2M#�� �Zf 6# ��j x�{) 5 :116(A �MW� ��� x� /���
1 !" a��  µ?�. 
2��y� � 0' 4d�� j���� G
(�Dy� � �&@� �� ��&� /��" }!(�� ����k JM@<+{ M0�  ��S�  ��#��"�  JM@<+ M�� x�  a�̈=� �kf 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
38  An example of a different organizational system is Mutash�bih al-qur	�n wa-mukhtalif�h by 

the Twelver Sh��ite Ibn Shahr�sh�b (d. 588/1192), where the verses are arranged according 
to themes. 
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J<�=. 6# JC��
" �WT�   J<�=
�  J<�$�9	�  a�3  JZ�W3�  d5��  TG�  G#�3  J<@# £f  8�KN  /�W3 �f  ��d*  d� �f�  ��M�^ 
AM�b kf ��� P ~	�&� � 4�*¤� P� ���=�  G=?�  %3�� P�  p��  	5=#%  �WT�f�  J<(��  J<���	� £f  Jr�"�(��1�  6# 
%.�wf �� %
"�=# .��<N��� ��S��� �@��� �R$��N � 7SC %�¤� j����� �R�@=# ��I(D� �# qCk /	�f ~���y� � 

�	�5� /
CS#.39

In his argument against the Compulsionists’ interpretation, Ibn al-Khall�l pro-
vides two rebuttals, which can be summarized as follows: Firstly, God is telling 
about the end (al-��qiba) of these jinns and humans, an end they will attain as 
the result of their own deeds, “for if the verse in question demonstrates God’s 
will to create the unbeliever in order to make him enter Hell, then all the verses 
of the Qur��n would contradict themselves and God’s signs and proofs would be 
false.” Secondly, God is using the past tense (dhara	n�) but actually means the fu-
ture (sa-nadhru	u), as in wa-n�d� a���b al-janna a���b al-n�r (Qur��n 7:44: the 
people of Heaven call the people of Hell). For in Qur��n 7:44, the verb n�d� is 
in the past tense, but, since this can only take place in the future, one must read 
it as sa-yun�d� (will call): those whose end is in Heaven will call those whose end 
is in Hell.40 

Ibn al-Khall�l often quotes poetry (although he does not always name the po-
ets), and in some cases he refers to Arabic semantics by using statements like 
“according to the speech of the Arabs” (wa-f� kal�m al-�arab), and “the Arabs 
mean by this expression” (wa-l-�arab tu�abbiru bi-h�dhihi l-�ib�ra).41 This system is 
similarly followed by Mu�tazilite, Twelver-Sh��ite, or Zaydite authors, such as in 
Kit�b al-Naj�t by al-N��ir li-D�n All�h A
mad b. Ya
y� (d. 325/937), �Abd al-
Jabb�r’s Mutash�bih al-qur	�n, al-��
ib Ibn �Abb�d’s (d. 385/955) treatise al-Ib�na 
�an madhhab ahl al-�adl, and al-Shar�f al-Murta��’s (d. 436/1044) Am�l�. 

Ibn al-Khall�l’s method also involves tafs�r al-qur	�n bi-l-qur	�n (interpreting 
some verses by referring to other verses). As the example discussed above shows, 
he uses Qur��nic verses to help him make the case for a particular interpretation 
of another verse. This method suggests that the Mu�tazilite approach to tafs�r 
treated the Qur��n as comprised of themes and units, and when discussing a par-
ticular verse, other verses that share the same theme or unit were quoted to make 
the case.42 

39  Ibn al-Khall�l, Radd, ff. 87a-88b. 
40  What Ibn al-Khall�l assumes here is that humans will be ushered into Heaven or Hell only 

after the Day of Judgment. 
41  Ibn al-Khall�l, Radd, ff. 36b and 87b respectively. 
42  See also the examples from �Abd al-Jabb�r’s Mutash�bih al-qur	�n cited below. 
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Sources cited in Kit�b al-Radd 

Ibn al-Khall�l acknowledges that he used two books as his sources, one by the 
Mu�tazilite and Zaydite theologian from Baghdad Abu l-Fa�l Ja�far b. 	arb (d. 
236/850), and the other by Ab� �Al� al-Jubb��� (d. 303/916), the leader of the 
Mu�tazilite school of Basra. He introduces them towards the end of his introduc-
tion in the following way: 

l!N�� �# j��� � �SC A��
�� z3� �L&�� � 0¤� ��� )T�=�� �� A%M�U+� �.��� 6�!M	N �R!-� 2.� GV?�� �?=N  6. 
��- /�� Ax� �*¤�� 2.� 2�3 !MW� 6. !
3  ��MC���  2��M
+�  �W<�� x� . �M#v  �.�  GV?��  M�   /.���  �M!(�  ��<�
�^ 
S*� �� s�@�� 7!=. ���.�=^� O��� £f ~b� A��V�f� �M#�� �.� 2�3 /T�   L*�  /.���  6#  X�
^f  �L&��  6#  %<N  %g��� 

���3F�� �#� P a@e ��D�F�. /@3 j�jK	� 4M�" a�3 J5|�.43 

On this topic, that is, the examination of the verses to which the Compulsionists adhere 
[to support their views], I came across two good books: one of them is by Abu l-Fa�l 
Ja�far b. 	arb, may God have mercy on his soul, and the other one is by Ab� �Al� 
Mu
ammad b. �Abd al-Wahh�b al-Jubb���, may God have mercy on both their souls.44 
As for Abu l-Fa�l, his book discusses wrong views, which were adopted by a large num-
ber of scholars [especially] after his time, and issues that require investigation and ex-
planation. As for Ab� �Al�, he devoted his book to a comprehensive examination from 
the perspective of language, grammar, and what the person needs so that he has com-
mand over the opponent. 

Both Ja�far b. 	arb and Ab� �Al� al-Jubb��� were known to have authored works 
on mutash�bih al-qur	�n. For instance, Ibn al-Nad�m lists a Kit�b Mutash�bih al-
qur	�n among the books Ja�far b. 	arb authored,45 and attributes to Ab� �Al� al-
Jubb��� a book on the topic of mutash�bih al-qur	�n.46 But neither work is extant. 

These two works on mutash�bih al-Qur	�n by Ja�far b. 	arb and al-Jubb��� are 
the two sources that Ibn al-Khall�l seems to have used, or at least they are the 
only sources that he acknowledges having employed in the writing of his own 
book on the topic. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
43  Ibn al-Khall�l, Radd, ff. 2a-b. 
44  He possibly means here Ab� �Al� and his father. 
45  Ibn al-Nad�m, Fihrist, p. 213; see also p. 39. Al-��
ib Ibn �Abb�d also names Ja�far b. 	arb 

among those Mu�tazilites who authored on the mutash�bih al-qur	�n; see his Ris�la f� l-
hid�ya wa-l-�al�la, ed. 	usayn �Al� Ma
f��, Tehran 1955, p. 48. See also van Ess, Theologie 
und Gesellschaft, vol. 6, p. 289. 

46  See Ibn al-Nad�m, Fihrist, p. 39; al-��
ib Ibn �Abb�d, Ris�la f� l-hid�ya wa-l-�al�la, p. 48; al-
	�kim al-Jishum�, Shar� �Uy�n al-Mas�	il, vol. 1, f. 52a; and Schwarb, Schmidtke, and Skla-
re (eds.), Handbook of Mu�tazilite Works and Manuscripts, (section on Ab� �Al� al-Jubb���, # 
25). 
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Impact of Kit�b al-Radd: 

The real impact of Ibn al-Khall�l’s Kit�b al-Radd cannot be seriously assessed un-
til the text has been edited. But this does not necessarily mean that one cannot 
provide initial comments on the role it played and its potential impact on later 
religious scholars and movements. We have already come across the Twelver 
Sh��ite theologian and bibliophile Ibn ��w�s, who acknowledged that he con-
sulted two works by Ibn al-Khall�l (though as argued above it was the same work 
with two different titles), and incorporated arguments from them into at least 
one of his books. It is clear, then, that Kit�b al-Radd helped Ibn ��w�s shape and 
defend his theological positions, especially the free will doctrine, which he was 
defending in his own Kit�b Sa�d al-su��d. One can also deduce from the personal 
names of Zaydite imams and scholars from Yemen who owned the current extant 
manuscript at different times (written around the margins of the title page in the 
Caetani manuscript) that they too considered it a valuable source that defends 
the doctrine of free will against the predestination creed. To what extent they 
used it, however, is impossible to establish at the moment. 

Distinctiveness of Ibn al-Khall�l’s Kit�b al-Radd 

It remains to be determined how Kit�b al-Radd compares to �Abd al-Jabb�r’s Ki-
t�b Mutash�bih al-qur	�n, which draws on earlier Mu�tazilite sources, among them 
Ab� �Al� al-Jubb���’s Mutash�bih al-qur	�n.47 In light of the fact that Ibn al-
Khall�l was a disciple of Ibn al-Ikhsh�d and al-�aymar�, whereas �Abd al-Jabb�r 
mainly followed the teachings of Ab� H�shim al-Jubb���, it would be important 
to establish the degree of variance or congruence between both works, especially 
given the split between the students of Ab� �Al� al-Jubb���: Ibn al-Ikhsh�d and 
his followers versus Ab� H�shim and his followers. 

The section below gives �Abd al-Jabb�r’s answer to the same question of the 
problematic Qur��n 7:179 quoted already above by Ibn al-Khall�l: 

D#%�v :����" MJw ��k £�=� 7!=. �# T�!� a�3 /T�� )�* ��T?&�� JM@<+ �?&��� /T��� j��� J� ��k J<@#� ��( :}!(��  ����k 
JM@<+ ��d�� 6# M6+�  >�F��{ )7 :179(A  MJw  )T(-  ��k  /��(. :} JZ  ���" P  ��<(?�  ��{) 7 :179(A  6M	
  /T�� 

J<�=N �	¸ P ��<(?� P� ���5
� �P ��=WD� .���+�� 63 ��k M�� 7�C��  2V�(�  /T��  J<(�* j����  J�  JM@<N  /T�� 
j��y� ���Sy� � �L&�� !"� �@W�3 M�� ��k P T�!�  a�3  /T�� j���  �?&��  ���1�  �#  qN��D��  /.  AJM@<N  7�C�: P  T�!� 

47  This is implied from the 33 instances in Mutash�bih al-qur	�n, where �Abd al-Jabb�r refers 
to Ab� �Al� al-Jubb���; see, as examples, �Abd al-Jabb�r, Mutash�bih al-qur	�n, pp. 55, 74, 
and 379. But �Abd al-Jabb�r does not specifically say that Ab� �Al� al-Jubb��� wrote on mu-
tash�bih al-qur	�n. There seems to be one reference only to Ja�far b. 	arb; see �Abd al-
Jabb�r, Mutash�bih al-qur	�n, p. 379. 
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%M9i� %-�$f� %T�=�� .~���� ��k �# 7�@�" 6# M��  /��"  £�=� :} �#�  c(�*  M6+�  >�F�� TPf  ��!
=	�{) 51 :56 (

T�!� a�3 /�j��f 4j�
=�� 6# J<=	H M�� p�@C c�*j �L�� a�3 >?� �# 7�@	3Mj� ��j��# A/� �� 7SC %�¤� c�*j a�3 �#� 
¥�1 �# J3$ ~���y� /T�� 7j��� .6M	
�� �# /��(� � ��k M�� /��" £�=� :}�#�  c(�*  M6+�  >�F�� TPf  ��!
=	�{A P 

M!. /=# �� �!(� /	 �S- J	(�D	� �L&�� �C� :}�#� c(�* M6+� >�F�� �#� Jr�#� %3�I��. J<�?T��� Pf 
��!
=	�{A �� >?@. )�|� P M�5� ~	�&� 4j�
=�� a�#�  �M�"  ��k  6D- ��  )T�=�  /.  A��!
=	�  �k   �M�"  /��#  �W	 

7���k � M�5� /T�� �� ��" £�=� :}!(��  ����k{  )�|�  JC���#��  %
��9�  �?&��  JC���N$�  /@3 } JM@<+{A  �"�@�� 
��(�� M�� �# �M!(� 2V�(� /T�� J<(�* P JM@<+ 2������ 2V�(� /T�� J<(�* A�Z �SC� � �"�@��� �W� ¥��. q9	 �� G¨W��� 

�L&�� a�3 M�� j��y� /. A%
"�=�� /T�v& ��" :!(�� JC����k ���=y�� M�� JCd5# %
"�3� JZ�- ��*j JM@<N 8�D� 
AJC��	�*�  �SC�  /��(�  £�=� :} /I(��� �'  ��3�  ��&	�  JZ  ��M�!3  ���K-�{) 28 :8(A  6#  �	-  ���  ��k  �C 

A%
"�=�� �f� ����� �WT�f 7�I(��� ���-�?	 /. A��M�D�� �SC� �C�� � %g��� �=b���.48 

Clearly, both discussions are very similar. The only difference is that �Abd al-
Jabb�r brings up the issue of �adhf, which means words that are left out but with-
out which the meaning is incomplete. �Abd al-Jabb�r also takes the opportunity 
to refute the view that if God approves of the end of some people in Hell, then 
He must also approve of what leads to Hell (i.e., sins and transgressions). �Abd al-
Jabb�r argues that, according to the view of his school, God approves of the pun-
ishment only, not what leads to receiving the punishment, similar to the judge 
who imposes a penalty on the thief and the adulterer even though he disapproves 
of theft and adultery. As for Ibn al-Khall�l, he introduces the grammatical point 
regarding verb n�d�, which, even though it is in the past tense, must refer to the 
future. He also brings up the issue of God having created the unbelievers, like the 
believers, to be admitted to Heaven and receive the rewards provided they do the 
work that leads to that (khalaqa l-k�fir li-mithl m� khalaqa lahu l-mu	min min al-ta�r�� 
li-l-janna wa-nayl al-thaw�b). 

A second comparison between Ibn al-Khall�l’s Kit�b al-Radd and �Abd al-
Jabb�r’s Mutash�bih al-qur	�n relates to Qur��n 6:123. Ibn al-Khall�l presents the 
following discussion: 

�M¬� ��(T�=� /. /��" /���
1 :}��S�� �@�=N � TG� %��" �.��� �<	#�» ���&W	� �<	 �#� ���&« TPf J<D?�v. �#� 
���=b�{) 6 :123(A U*v x� a�̈=� �W� ¥�� /T�� G=N �.���� � %��(�� ���&W	� �&y�� A%	5=# !(  X�^  8�3!�1� 

x� a�̈=� £f %	5=y� O��!�1P�� �<	�f )�|�� �Z �SC� !-� J&��" �L*� J&
CS# .��(� JZ :!" �M!(�  ��(��  �M@# � 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
48  �Abd al-Jabb�r, Mutash�bih al-qur	�n, pp. 305-06. 
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1{) 14 :
30(A JC� � %(	(i� ��!��� 8�!�CP� ��  ��(� x�  ��	��-  J<@3: } �#  JC!
=� TPf  ���.M�(	� £f x�  �?�${) 39 :3(A 

�@W�= M�� x� �WT�f j��� ��
*F� �MW3 �t� /	�f %
"�3 8PtC �.���� 6# �&y� s�@��. %=�!|�� AJZ a�3� �SC ��(� G��(��:  

M��� p�M� L 23Km       l�W�� �# lSe A4!�����  
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l�W�� ��Sg� l�!����� �Z��1       �W� ���| �C!�� a@
� A6��Dy�  
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6��Dy�� A������ �WT�f� �@��� ���&� 7SC l��¤� �@V(�� �L&�� � �<V=. 2=@� 2M5(���. p�@C 63 �C���1 2�� P M6:� 
M��� 6# �?���y� �� � �Cj��� �T�� �@�?e� ��¡	^ �M¬ ��(T�=�� /. �@	�3 �� ��!` /	 ��N� � �@L*.49

�Abd al-Jabb�r has the following to say: 

%�vD# :MJw ��k £�=� 7!=. �# T�!� a�3 /T�� £�=� !��� �&y�  6M¬  �M!(�  A/	�3  ��(  £�=� :} ��S��  �@�=N � 
TG� %��" �.��� �<	#�» ���&W	�  �<	{) 6 :123 .( ���+��  63  ��k  /T��  £�=� j���  /. ��  %
"�3 � JC�# �� 
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49  Ibn al-Khall�l, Radd, ff. 73a-b. 
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��S�� ��(�1P �v. ��(� :}�#� c(�* M6+� >�F��{ c�W��� JZ�(3 Jr�#�� 4j�
=��. }TPf ��!
=	�{A  ��(�1P 
�L&�� J:���� .a�= 7SC %(��I�� q` �� GW� �# j��� /. %
"�=�� /�"��?#� �y j��� /.  ��!"F�  a�3  ��k  AG=?��  �SC� 
����.50  

Here too, both discussions are very similar, though Ibn al-Khall�l’s is a little 
longer. One notices the citation of poetry and Qur��nic verses by both authors – 
actually the same line is quoted by both of them, as well as the two Qur��nic 
verses 28:8 and 51:56. The only difference is that �Abd al-Jabb�r brings up, 
again, the issue of al-ma�dh�f min al-kal�m (words that are left out). 

These two comparisons between the works of Ibn al-Khall�l and �Abd al-
Jabb�r demonstrate the distinctiveness of each author, despite the similarities in 
presentation and style. This suggests that even though they derived some of their 
views from earlier Mu�tazilite sources – at least one of these sources was com-
mon to both of them, namely the Mutash�bih al-qur	�n of Ab� �Al� al-Jubb��� – 
each author was original in the sense that he rephrased the arguments and pre-
sented them in his own language. Yet, these two cases only touch the tip of the 
iceberg. Needless to say, a more thorough comparison of both texts would be 
valuable if it enabled us to identify specific variations within Mu�tazilite theol-
ogy over certain issues, especially regarding some of the views over which Ibn al-
Ikhsh�d and his school differed from Ab� H�shim and the Bahsham�ya school. 
After all, the works of al-�aymar� and Ibn al-Ikhsh�d have been lost, and our 
knowledge of their teachings is too general to allow a serious exposition of their 
thought and contribution to the Mu�tazilite movement. One expects, however, 
that some of their views would have been preserved by their disciple Ibn al-
Khall�l in his Kit�b al-Radd. Furthermore, given the fact that Ibn al-Khall�l draws 
on two sources that are now lost, his work is also of paramount significance as a 
window into the teachings of Ja�far b. 	arb and Ab� �Al� al-Jubb��� regarding the 
mutash�bih al-qur	�n. 

Appendix 

Table of Contents of Ibn al-Khall�l’s Kit�b al-Radd �al� al-jabriyya al-qadariyya 

(S�ras and verses are listed in the order they appear in the Caetani manuscript) 

Introduction: ff. 1b-2b. 
S�rat al-	amd (1: S�rat al-F�ti
a), verses 6-7: ff. 2b-5b. 
S�rat al-Baqara (2), verses 1-2, 7, 26, 49, 103, 128, 213, 253, 272, 286: ff. 5b-30a. 
S�rat �l �Imr�n (3), verses 8, 54, 152, 154, 166, 178: ff. 30a-38a. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
50  �Abd al-Jabb�r, Mutash�bih al-qur	�n, pp. 261-62. 
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S�rat al-Nis�� (4), verses 78, 88, 129: ff. 38a-43b. 
S�rat al-M��ida (5), verses 3, 14, 13, 29, 41, 64: ff. 43b-54a. 
S�rat al-An��m (6), verses 9, 25, 39, 44, 53, 35, 91, 105, 110, 108, 111, 112, 113, 

123, 125, 129, 149: ff. 54a-81a. 
S�rat al-A�r�f (7), verses 16, 30, 89, 146, 179, 155, 182, 188: ff. 81a-92a. 
S�rat al-Anf�l (8), verses 24, 25, 44: ff. 92a-97b. 
S�rat al-Tawba (9), verses 46, 55, 76, 87, 124-125, 127: ff. 97b-103b. 
S�rat Y�nus (10), verses 88 (first part), 88 (second part), 100: ff. 103b-11b. 
S�rat H�d (11), verses 34, 118-119: ff. 112a-120a. 
S�rat Y�suf (12), verse 76: ff. 120a-121a. 
S�rat al-Ra�d (13), verse 16: ff. 121a-124a. 
S�rat Ibr�h�m (14), verses 37 and 40: ff. 124a-126a. 
S�rat al-	ijr (15), verse 11: ff. 126a-127a. 
S�rat al-Na
l (16), verses 17, 25: ff. 127a-130b. 
S�rat Ban� Isr���l (17), verses 5, 7, 16, 45-46: ff. 130b-138b. 
S�rat al-Kahf (18), verses 23, 28: ff. 138b-140a. 
S�rat Maryam (19), verses 75, 83: ff. 140a-141b. 
S�rat ��h� (20): Not included. 
S�rat al-Anbiy�� (21), verses 37, 90, 111: ff. 141b-146a. 
S�rat al-	ajj (22), verses 52-53: ff. 146a-148a. 
S�rat al-Mu�min�n (23), verses 55-56, 106-107: ff. 148a-150b. 
S�rat al-N�r (24), verse 63: ff. 150b-152a. 
S�rat al-Furq�n (25), verse 2: ff. 152a-155a. 
S�rat al-Shu�ar�� (26): not included. 
S�rat al-Naml (27), verse 50: ff. 155a-156a. 
S�rat al-Qa�a� (28), verse 27: ff. 156a-158a. 
S�rat al-�Ankab�t (29), verse 13: ff. 158a-159a. 
S�rat al-R�m (30), verses 22, 30: ff. 159a-161a. 
S�rat Luqm�n (31): not included. 
S�rat al-Sajda (32), verse 13: ff. 161a-162b. 
S�rat al-A
z�b (33): not included. 
S�rat Saba� (34): not included. 
S�rat al-Mal��ika (35: S�rat F�ir), verse 3: ff. 162b-163a. 
S�rat Y�s�n (36), verse 8: folios 163a-165b. 
S�rat al-��ff�t (37), verses 95-96, 102: ff. 165b-167b. 
S�rat �ad (38): not included. 
S�rat al-Zumar (39): not included. 
S�rat Gh�fir (40): not included. 
S�rat Fu��ilat (41), verse 25: ff. 167b-169a. (this s�ra is wrongly identified as S�-

rat al-Sajda) 
S�rat al-Sh�r� (42): not included. 
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S�rat al-Zakhruf (43): not included. 
S�rat al-Dukh�n (44): not included. 
S�rat al-J�thiya (45): not included. 
S�rat al-A
q�f (46): not included. 
S�rat Mu
ammad (47): not included. 
S�rat al-Fat
 (48): not included. 
S�rat al-	ujur�t (49): not included. 
S�rat Q�f (50): not included. 
S�rat al-Dh�riy�t (51): not included. 
S�rat al-��r (52): not included. 
S�rat al-Najm (53), verses 43-44: ff. 169a-170a. 
S�rat al-Qamar (54): not included. 
S�rat al-Ra
m�n (55): not included. 
S�rat al-W�qi�a (56): not included. 
S�rat al-	ad�d (57): not included. 
S�rat al-Muj�dala (58): not included. 
S�rat al-	ashr (59): not included. 
S�rat al-Mumta
ana (60): not included. 
S�rat al-�aff (61), verse 5: ff. 170a-171a. 
S�rat al-Jumu�a (62): not included. 
S�rat al-Mun�fiq�n (63): not included. 
S�rat al-Tagh�bun (64): not included. 
S�rat al-�al�q (65), verses 10-11: ff. 171a-172a. 
S�rat al-Ta
r�m (66): not included. 
S�rat al-Mulk (67), verses 13-14: ff. 172a-173a. 
S�rat al-Qalam (68): not included. 
S�rat al-	aqqa (69): not included. 
S�rat al-Ma��rij (70): not included. 
S�rat N�
 (71): not included. 
S�rat al-Jinn (72), verses 16-17: ff. 173a-173b. (Here the Caetani text ends)  
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